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Figure 1. Robotic Futures: a co-designed immersive performance as a proposition for how future agents might integrate in the home.

ABSTRACT
Agents that support spoken interaction (e.g., Amazon Echo)
are designed for social spaces like the home, yet designers
know little about how they should respond to social activity
around them. We set out to reconsider current one-on-one in-
teractions with agents, and explore the design space of future
socially sophisticated agents. To do so, we use an iterative
co-design process with designers and theatre experts to devise
an immersive performance, “Robotic Futures.” Theatre is a
form of knowing through doing—by examining the interac-
tions that persisted in the devising process and those that fell
through, we conclude with a proposition for design consider-
ations for future agents. Based on emerging research in this
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space, we focus on the characteristics of personally-owned
agents in comparison to shared agents, and consider the roles
and functions each introduce in their integration in the home.
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Human-agent interaction; Performance; Theatre

CCS Concepts
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teraction design process and methods; Scenario-based design;

INTRODUCTION
Agents and social robots have been part of the promise for
the “future of the home” for decades; research and media
alike included them again and again in their vision of future
domestic experiences. Although the technology has become
available, social robots have not been widely adopted as home
devices. In contrast, agents that use voice interaction (e.g.,
Amazon Echo, Google Home) have been more successful in
penetrating the market of household devices—over 50 million
Americans now own a smart speaker [46].
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Yet despite the fact that agents are placed in social spaces,
they are limited to single, isolated interactions with a single
user. It is likely that soon companies will attempt to engage
users in more continuous and personalized interactions with
personal agents. In order to do so, more research is needed for
designers to better understand the complex social fabric that
agents will have to be able to negotiate.

This work sets out to reconsider our assumptions on how
agents might fit into the complex interpersonal home envi-
ronment, and what design questions we face on the path of
integrating them. To do so, we co-designed an immersive
theatre performance as a way of knowing through doing.

During this process, theatre professionals and human-robot
interaction (HRI) researchers iteratively tested and synthesized
a broad range of ideas for interaction with agents. A co-
design approach allowed us to learn about this design space
through making. Similarly to other forms of Design Fiction [7],
performances can test a product or interaction as part of entire
ecosystems, as opposed to testing a standalone product. In this
case, we were interested in how personal robots and agents
(hereafter referred to uniformly as “agents”) might navigate
the interpersonal space of the home.

This method of exploration through performance is also valu-
able for re-framing the design space and breaking through
ideation fixation within a community—in the HRI commu-
nity, for example, there has been some fixation around what
robots might do in the home, how they should look and how
they should behave [40], with few alternative approaches that
challenge these assumptions [3, 54].

Through a co-design process, the research team, the actors,
and at a later stage the audience members, were able to engage
in the felt-experience of a future home ecosystem. During
our iterative ideation and synthesis process, interactions that
did not “seem right” organically fell apart from week to week,
and resulted in a set of scenes that made up the final perfor-
mance (Figure 2). The performance itself serves as a propo-
sition for how agents might exist in the future, and surfaced
ideas, behaviors and unanswered questions about their integra-
tion in the home. The encounter between actors and audiences
in the final performance served as yet another iteration of the
felt-experience, and resulted in a deeper understanding of the
design nuances of in this space.

Post-performance, we relied on previous research as a con-
struct though which we analyzed our process and the resulting
performance; we previously found that people are intrigued
by personally-owned agents, and would like to know who an
agent is accountable to [39, 50]. The performance allowed
us to explore the question of personal ownership of agents
through the felt-experience that it created, and in the broader
context in which such interactions might occur.

Our contribution is therefore a set of design considerations that
emerged in the co-design devising process. We focus on the
differences between personally-owned and shared agents, and
discuss three choices that may have impact on agent design: (1)
who owns the agent; (2) what type of agent is it; and (3) which
users are present during interaction. These considerations

Figure 2. Three characters in the performance and their agents:
An older adult interacting with her assistive agent (top), an adult
interacting with the emotional support Sphero (center), and a boy
interacting with his self-reflection agent in his room (bottom). The
performance resulted in a proposition for interactions that “worked
well”—interactions that were uncomfortable, awkward or entirely
undesirable organically fell apart in the process.

serve as an initial provocation, a proposition for designers in
this unknown space of socially complex agents in the home.

RELATED WORK
In Laurel’s book “Computers as Theatre”, she outlines the con-
tributions that theatre can make to human-computer interaction
(HCI) [33]. Theatre, according to Laurel, has many common
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goals with the field of psychology, one of the main contribut-
ing fields to HCI; they both concern themselves with how
people communicate with each others, engage in interaction,
enjoy each other and solve problems, or in other words, how
they experience “the whole range of human activity.” Both
theatre and HCI create “representations of the world that are
like reality, only different” [33]. Due to this similarity, many
HCI researchers and designers have looked into ways of using
performance or elements of it in the process of designing and
learning about future technology.

Performance as a Design Method
Techniques adapted by designers from performance and the-
atre enhance the design process and engage diverse groups in
dialogue. Some techniques include improvisation, role-play,
and live performance [21, 56, 43].

Improvisation and role-play are used early in design processes
as tools for discovery, rapid iteration, and to help bring groups
of diverse stakeholders into alignment [56, 41]. Improvisation
techniques such as building on the ideas of others and with-
holding judgement, reinforce favorable group dynamics [21].
They also invite unexpected exchanges as they force partici-
pants to respond in the moment. As a result, improvisations
make tacit knowledge visible and create new ground for dis-
covery [26, 51, 41].

Performance also constitutes a light-weight form of sketching
that allows for rapid ideation and iteration cycles. Bodystorm-
ing allows designers to simulate specific environments and
enact many situtations around a design problem [51]. Infor-
mance Design sets out to explore design ideas and create an
informed dialogue by making designers “actors” and simple
prototypes “props” in a range of theatrical scenes [12].

Performance techniques situate designs within a specific phys-
ical and social context, making the felt-experience of using a
technology and the social interaction around it more visible.
This is key for several design methods that draw from theatre
and performance in generating experiences in context, such as
User Enactments [47] and Experience Prototyping [11]. Simi-
larly, Design Fiction expresses narratives of entire imagined
worlds through a limited set of prototypes [7].

Researchers have also used performance and immersive the-
atre as a tool to engage audience members in critical ques-
tions related to technology and design. Candy, for example,
has used immersive theatre to examine how people perceive
possible political futures for Hawaii in the “Hawaii 2050” per-
formance [13]. Skirpan and colleagues created a performance
that used the audience’s actual data to raise questions about pri-
vacy and surveillance. Their goal was to educate the audience
about potential data misuse and security breaches [53].

Performance in Human-Robot Interaction
In the field of HRI, Breazeal et al. suggested theatre as an
evaluative platform for robots. With its constrained environ-
ment and script, theatre allow robots to behave in a convincing
and compelling way [10]. Jochum and colleagues used per-
formance to evaluate and influence perceptions of future care
robots [29], Bravo et al. presented robots in performance

as an educational tool [9], and the “Sayonara” android robot
was evaluated through questionnaires after an audience has
observed it acting in a fictional theatre performance [15].

Yet using performance in HRI was found valuable beyond
the presence and feedback of audiences; Knight discussed the
lessons learnt for social interaction with robots through per-
formance, such as that robots should communicate intention
through relatable motion, and suggested ways in which they
might make a leap from being a “prop” to being perceived
as a social entity [32]. Hoffman used theatrical and musical
performance as inspiration for a coordination model between
people and robots. His paper discusses acting techniques that
should be considered in the context of designing robots, such
as creating an “inner monologue” and designing robots with
two-tiered responses [23].

Other theatre-related work in HRI has focused on developing
complex systems [28, 57, 36, 24] and algorithms [42] that
enable robots and artificial intelligences to fluently participate
in theatrical performances.

Agents in the Home
One of the first visions of a personal agent that assists people
in their everyday life is Apple’s 1987 conceptual “Knowledge
Navigator.” The concept presented an agent that helped a pro-
fessional with data search, reminders, and other tasks [19].
This vision was not realized at the time due to the lack of
supporting technology, but continued to be explored in the
research community, that examined virtual agents and so-
cial robots as personal assistants [58, 31, 37]. The notion
of a personalized agent in the home resurfaced outside the
research community with the release of Amazon Echo. Since
then, much research has looked into how people interact with
conversational agents, how they are perceived, and how they
influence people’s lives [52, 48, 18].

Nevertheless, current agents have yet to reach the continuity
of interaction that was imagined for the “Knowledge Navi-
gator.” Current agents interact with users in single and non-
personalized interactions. In a study by Luria et al., findings
suggested that people expect agents to be more aware of, and
more responsive to their socially-complex environment [39].
Previous work has also shown that matching personality [4],
personal preferences [44] and humor style [6] to the user can
shape a positive agent perception. Other factors that con-
tribute are agents’ ability to recognize emotion, and their un-
predictability [17].

Some work has attempted to challenge current design
paradigms for interaction with agents through a range of
design methods, including Speed Dating [16], Speculative
Design [3], Design Fiction [14] and Artifact Analysis [34].
Co-design, the method we apply in this work, has also been
used to explore future interactions with agents. It involves
diverse groups as part of a design process as a way of gaining
new perspectives. In the field of HRI, researchers included
older adults [35, 34, 49], children [2, 1], and people with
disabilities [20] as co-creators in their processes.

In this work, we draw on the methods above to co-devise a
performance with researchers and theatre professionals. We
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. We used a combination of methods from theatre and design
disciplines to devise the performance, such as Design Fiction ‘what-
if’ questions (a) and theatre “Compositions” improvisations (b).

attempt to challenge current perceptions of agents in the home
and explore how they might become more socially integrated
in the near future.

OUR APPROACH
Our goal was to surface hidden aspects that are important for
the design of agents that can navigate interpersonal spaces. For
this reason, we used a co-design exploration that included HRI
researchers and designers, and theatre professionals. Theatre
artists are experts in embodied exploration, in devising narra-
tives and in understanding what interactions will be appealing
or provoking for audiences; designers are experts in think-
ing about interaction and empathizing with potential users to
create experiences.

Performance suggests a mode of doing where the insights
emerge in the action itself. The resulting designs are “poten-
tial blueprints of a world not quite here, a horizon of possibil-
ity” [45] with which we can critically engage and learn from.
Insights that emerge through performance have been previ-
ously shown as valuable for thinking about design of future
interactions [12, 41]. In our co-design process that spanned
several months, we discovered interactions that seemed natural
and were implicitly accepted by all participants—these inter-
actions made it into the final performance. Interactions that
did not work well seamlessly dropped from the narrative in
the process. By analyzing the scenes that were included in the
final performance prototype, we were able to draw out initial
insights and key questions for the design of future socially
sophisticated agents for the home.

DESIGNING AND DEVISING PROCESS
We used a combination of theatre and design methods to it-
eratively synthesize and re-frame this design space. These
methods identified new questions at every stage, and broader
topics of interest that require further exploration.

Over several months, our team of three theatre artists and four
designers (two of which are researchers, and one a playwright)
met weekly to hold improvisation and ideation sessions. In
this section we describe the methods we adapted from theatre
and design disciplines. The methods below were not used in a
particular order, but were intertwined throughout the process
as an ongoing attempt to re-frame and challenge our thinking.

‘What If’ Questions—Taken from Design Fiction methodol-
ogy [7], we brainstormed tens of “what if” questions and state-

ments related to agents in the home. The questions spanned
many issues and topics, from “What if... agents would assist
in inter-generational communication” to “What if... agents
would be more trustworthy than humans.” To converge and
synthesize these ideas, we organized them on a double axis
table: one axis represented how desirable or undesirable we
believe the suggested future may be, and the other axis repre-
sented whether the imagined future maintained or challenged
the status quo (Figure 3(a)) [22].

Postcards from the Future—We used postcards as a simple and
quick form of Design Fiction [7]. Working in pairs, we first
generated a single postcard from a hypothetical future, and
next created multiple postcards that presented several back-
and-forth communication instances. The topics we explored
through postcard creation were based on content sampled
from a synthesis of our ‘what if’ statements. This exercise
allowed us to explore narratives set in the future in-depth, and
to empathize with people and potential topics of conversation
within these imagined futures.

Compositions—We made use of “Compositions”, an improvi-
sation technique for devising theatre performance and actors’
movements through short scenes and discussions [8]; we di-
vided into small groups to generate three “snapshots” from
three different points in time of a narrative, and presented
them in chronological order (Figure 3(b)). As described in [8],
“Compositions” are prompted by predefined “ingredients”—
rules that the scene should follow, such as “a surprise enter-
ance” or “a staged accident.” These rules encourage partic-
ipants to generate novel ideas by constraining their creative
space. For example, in one exercise we instructed groups to
generate compositions with at least two agents, to have one
person exit the scene, and to address scale as a critical element
of the story. Quickly sketching many ideas in physical space,
sharing short scenes from an imagined future, and discussing
them afterward, allowed us to extract interesting moments and
questions that would later be implemented in the performance.

After each step of generative work, we discussed and synthe-
sized our ideas. We noted the topics that were particularly
intriguing, and attempted to integrate them in the following
week. After several weeks of generative exploration, we began
another iteration cycle, this time with a flexible script at hand.
In contrast to the generative phase, here we iterated on targeted
topics, with the team, the actors, and the technology shaping
how interactions played out. As interesting interactions came
up, the playwright on the team noted them and attempted to
tie them into the evolving narrative on script.

Our selection of participating agents in the final performance
was similar to our “natural selection” of topics and scenes—
we began with 12 working robots and agents in different forms,
scales and modalities, and improvised with their current and
potential functions. Throughout the improvisation sessions,
we narrowed down the robots we used to the ones that raised
interesting questions and interactions within the design space
we were interested in. We also created new agents that we
did not have, like a robotic desk. Table 1 details the agents
that were included in the final performance, their roles, and a
post-hoc analysis of how they came to be.
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In contrast to other theatre-inspired methods that are used
solely in the ideation stage of design processes, striving to-
wards a final performance “prototype” allowed us to use these
tools again and again, constantly implementing, testing and
discussing new ideas as they came up. This resulted in a
“prototype” performance that we believe is also valuable to
analyze after-thought. A post-hoc analysis can enable a better
understanding of the final scenes’ characteristics, why they
“worked,” and how they came to be.

THE PERFORMANCE
The final performance, Robotic Futures, was made of eight
“vignettes” that lasted about 30 minutes. Two performances
were held on the same day in Pittsburgh, PA in the United
States. Each performance included between 20-30 audience
members (a total of about 60 people).

The performance told a story of a family of five: a married cou-
ple with two teenagers, a boy and a girl, and their grandmother.
The scenes were focused on everyday interpersonal interac-
tions and conflicts, but with integrated agents that fulfilled a
range of roles, from assistive to entertaining. For example,
one vignette presented a family dinner. Another showed an
evening routine of an older adult with early stages of dementia.
A total of eight agents participated in the performance (Table
1), and were controlled using “Wizard-of-Oz” techniques that
varied depending on the agents’ capabilities. The final version
of the script and a video sample of several scenes can be found
in this paper’s supplementary material.

The performance was immersive—audience members were
free to move “on stage”, and were led from one room to an-
other by the “narrator” agent. The audience was also invited
to play and interact with the agents at the end of the perfor-
mance (Figure 4).

This final stage of engaging with an audience brought addi-
tional benefit into our process. In a live performance, audience
members observe and respond, and as a result fuel the actors.
The actors, in turn, respond back to the audience, changing
their behaviors, expressions and even the dialogue. This is es-
pecially true in performances that are immersive—in Robotic
Futures, the audience could move freely among the actors and
robots in the scenes. By observing the reciprocal interaction
between actors and audiences, designers can gain additional
feedback about the aspects of interaction that are interesting
and valuable for further exploration.

Questionnaires
After the performance, all audience members were asked to
fill out a short questionnaire about their experience and their
perception of agents in the home. To allow people to easily
reject our invitation, we placed the questionnaires on a table
at the exit from the venue, where audience members were not
observed. Thus, people could choose to stay and respond, or
simply leave. A little less than half of the audience filled out
the questionnaire (n = 27).

The questionnaire included two open-ended questions, one
asking people to describe the performance experience, and
the other asking if any aspect in the performance made them

think differently about agents in the home or not. We included
two control sections in the questionnaire: demographics and
enjoyment from the performance.

ANALYSIS
Like in other forms of Research through Design [59], the pro-
cess of doing and building itself generated knowledge—the
co-design collaboration between theatre and HRI profession-
als resulted in an initial proposition for agents in the home.
We treat the performance and the process leading to it as ar-
tifacts, and therefore analyze them using Complex Artifact
Analysis [27]. Artifact Analysis includes thinking through
the norms, reasoning, contexts and range of situations that
led to the artifact, or in our case, to the final performance. In
our analysis, we attempted to understand which interactions
worked and why, which interactions did not work and organ-
ically dissolved in the making, and what questions were left
unanswered, but are important to consider in future designs.

Our previous work has revealed that an important aspect to
consider for agents in social contexts is ownership—who owns
the agent and who is it accountable to [39]. We therefore use
this finding as an analysis lens, and focus on how ownership
or non-ownership on an agent played out in the performance.

Three researchers, one with an expertise in HRI, one with an
expertise in theatre performance, and one with an expertise in
HCI and performance research, observed and analyzed videos
from our improvisation sessions and from the final perfor-
mance to reflect on the nuances of the performed interactions.
After each researcher made individual notes, we synthesized
our interpretations using Affinity Diagramming [5], an anal-
ysis method commonly used to identify emerging themes in
exploratory design research [16]. In addition, we analyzed the
open-ended questionnaires answered by audience members to
gain initial insights about what they noticed and responded to
throughout the performance. Any disagreements in interpreta-
tion or about the placement of a note within the diagram were
discussed until a consensus was reached.

RESULTS
We reflect on the felt-experience of interacting with agents in
the performance, and describe the behaviors that have emerged
in three parts: (1) shared agent interactions; (2) personally-
owned agent interactions; and (3) general interactions with
agents in the home. To note, when we discuss an “interaction”
with an agent, we refer to the actor interacting with it within a
scene. At the end of this section, we will also discuss audience
responses and how they supported our main results.

Shared Agents
Agents in most scenes evolved into being personally-owned.
Only few emerged as shared, regardless of the fact that shared
devices are more common. When shared agents were used in
scenes, they were mostly used for general interactions, similar
to how they are used today. However, shared agents were also
frequently ignored, even when they explicitly attempted to
initiate interaction with actors through motion or voice. While
interaction with them was limited, our process revealed several
advantages that were exclusive to shared agents.
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Agent Agent Role Role Analysis

Sphero The “narrator” of the performance
who led the audience from one room
to another to observe the scenes.

Sphero served as narrator because it could move in space, and do
so quicker than people (so they did not have to wait for it.) It was
very good at navigating a crowded space of the audience and actors.
Finally, Sphero could easily turn off its light and “disappear” into
the background when a scene began.

Occasionally, Sphero entered the
scenes and served as an emotional
support agent.

Sphero’s mobility was key in giving the actors emotional support
as it could quickly appear and disappear as needed. The ambiguity
of its communication cues (motion and light) supported its role
as they could communicate emotional support to the user without
having to commit to specific advice.

Mini Sphero A companion robotic toy that be-
longed to the younger teenager.

The Mini Sphero was a playful companion because it was small,
cute and engaging in its expressive motion. The user could easily
move it with him from place to place.

Blossom A shared agent that responded to the
mood of people in the home [54].

Blossom was intended at first to be owned by a teenage girl, but
its placement in the shared living space organically transformed it
into being a shared agent. As a shared agent, it was occasionally
interacted with, but generally received less attention from the actors
than other agents that had a more specific role.

Voice Agent A voice controlled agent (similar to
Amazon Echo) that was placed in the
living room and shared by the family.

As this device was shared, it worked well for shared tasks (e.g.,
family schedule) or general tasks (e.g., weather), but not for any-
thing more personalized.

Assistive Agent This agent had a specific and impor-
tant task—it served as an assistive
agent for a older adult with early-
stage dementia.

The agent’s form and behavior matched its role—it had a face to
keep eye contact with the user, and conversational capabilities that
allowed it to communicate and give reminders. By being attached
to the patient’s walker, it was always present and ready to help.

Robotic Desk The robotic desk was used by the
teenage girl. Its role was to keep
track of time and limit the user—it
descended into the wall at curfew.

The design of the agent supported its task because it was a large
piece of furniture which cannot be easily stopped as it descended
into the wall. The desk did not have a face or a voice, communi-
cating to the user that there is no point in attempting to control or
interact with it.

Self-Reflection
Agent

This agent was also possessed by the
younger teenager and served as a self-
reflection device.

The design of the agent to only have a voice gave the feeling that
it is almost a voice inside the boy’s head—it could “play back”
things the boy had said, and it only existed in the privacy of his
bedroom. It was designed almost like an “imaginary friend.”

Roomba The Roomba was shared and was in
charge of cleaning the home.

It was designed to be as unobtrusive as possible—it worked only
when there was nobody present. When it was done, it went back
to its place in the closet. It did not have any interaction modalities
(light / voice etc.), nor did it need to interact with anyone.

Table 1. The agents in the performance, their role, and how their design supported it.
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First, they allowed anyone in the home to equally access basic
functions, such as cleaning, checking the weather or updating
the family calendar.

Second, a shared agent was frequently used as an impartial
entity in a case of conflict. For instance, in a scene where
the parents had a fight, their shared agent encouraged the
offending side to apologize. In other scenes where the agent
was set up to be owned by an individual, it did not seem
as natural for the agent to intervene in conflict and provide
impartial advice, as it was assumed to take its owner’s side.

Finally, shared agents had the advantage of being able to
serve as witnesses. The neutrality of the Sphero narrator, for
example, allowed it to “tell the story” of the family. Witnessing
can be valuable in telling an impartial story in retrospect, or to
inform those who were not present.

Personally-Owned Agents
Most of the agents and interactions that emerged in the process
were personally-owned. As this is not the common interaction
model seen in current designs, we will attempt to break down
the observed characteristics of personally-owned agents.

The Importance of Agent Role
Three recurrent types of personally-owned agents emerged.
Each type had different behaviors and interaction patterns that
influenced the overall felt-experience: “expert agent”, “social
agent” and “self agent”.

Expert Agent—Expert agents stood out from others in that
they had a primary goal that they intended to serve. Their goal
was usually high-risk and important, and involved one “user.”
In the performance we had two expert agents—one was an
assistive agent for an older adult with early-stage dementia,
and the other was a robotic table that was used by a teenager
and enforced a “homework curfew.”

Expert agents expressed their professionalism by avoiding
interaction or interest in anyone or anything other than their
primary user. Nevertheless, expert agents behaved in a way
that reflected an understanding of their users’ physical and
social environments. For example, in a scene where physical
assistance was needed, the expert agent used its knowledge
about the presence of an adult in the other room to retrieve
help. In order to do so, it needed to know of their presence.

This notion of an expert agent that is solely focused on the task
at hand is supported by previous research that found that agents
should not attempt to multitask during a high-stakes task, to
provide users a sense of security and professionalism [38]. We
find that this can also be true for personally-owned agents—
agents that deal with critical tasks should not only focus on a
single task, but also on a single user.

We noted recurrent control-related tension between the user
who owned the expert agent (perhaps the person who pur-
chased it) and the user who possessed and used it most. We
believe this is because expert agents had some responsibil-
ity to make judgements about the topic they were experts in
as part of their role, which did not always align with their
user’s desire. For instance, in the case of the robotic table, the

teenage girl did her homework until her curfew hour, which
caused the table to shut down and retracted from her room.
This was regardless of the fact that she wanted to continue
working. The reminder that the things around her were owned
and controlled by her parents soured the interaction.

With expert agents, actors possessed a piece of technology
they did not always have complete control over—the owners
were the ones holding the power, although they did not use
the agent. The resulting interactions somewhat contradicted
previous findings that suggested that people want an agent
to be proactive to the extent of providing a recommendation,
but not to enforce a course of action [39]. Yet unlike previ-
ous work, in our scenes the lack of control was due to the
users’ potential lack of ability to make decisions that would
be “best for them.” These situations should be taken into con-
sideration, and encourage an ethical discussion within design
teams. Should agents be able to enforce certain things, or
should the person who is using them always have full control,
even in a case of a child or an older adult who requires care?
This tension between ownership and usage is likely to come
up in future designs of personally-owned agents, and there-
fore requires additional research, especially given the complex
ethical discussion that it surfaces.

Social Agent—We define social agents as agents who primar-
ily serve a social role in our scenes. They, too, were owned
by individuals, but in contrast to expert agents, they occasion-
ally interacted with people who were not their primary users.
Actors that owned these social agents expressed an intimate
relationship with them, such as interacting with them playfully
or keeping them in close proximity.

Moreover, actors that interacted with others’ social agents
treated them as an extension of their owner. One example
is in a scene in which the older sister was annoyed with her
brother. Intuitively, she was also annoyed with his agent, and
dismissed both of them on separate occasions. Nevertheless,
when only the agent was present, it was never treated as a
full embodiment of its owner—in one scene, a teenager felt
comfortable taking an item from her brother’s room while his
agent was “watching”—it is likely that she would not have
done so with her brother present.

Self Agent—The third type of personally-owned agents were
“self agents.” When a self agent appeared in a scene, it acted
like their character’s inner voice. In the final performance, a
teenage boy owned a self agent that interacted with him in
his room through voice interaction. The interaction evolved
into one in which the agent was able to use the boy’s own
voice to play back things he said, like the goals he set in the
morning. We initially thought this element might feel creepy,
but in the felt experience it seemed as if the boy was “talking
to himself”, which felt quite natural in the broader context of
the interaction. The interaction with a self agent was portrayed
as the most intimate of the three, with a scene that strongly
resembled writing in a personal diary or talking to yourself.

The self agent was stationary and placed in the owner’s per-
sonal space, rather than moving with them across the home
like other agents. The result was that the owner was the only
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one who interacted with the agent—perhaps others did not
even know about it. The agent, on the other hand, had knowl-
edge about the people in its owner’s life (similar to the expert
agent) which allowed it to fulfill its function and engage in
self-reflective and intimate conversations.

Intimate Interaction with Owner
All types of personally-owned agents were portrayed as emo-
tionally closer to their owners than shared agents, and opened
up a range of emotional interactions that did not seem possible
with shared agents.

The modalities that agents used to communicate their intimate
relationship with actors were through playful, empathetic and
personalized interactions. Personally-owned agents responded
differently to their owners than how they responded to other
people; they adapted interactions to their owners’ preferences
to make them feel personal, and they were able to understand
their owner’s communication cues and styles in a range of
contexts. For instance, when an actor asked their self agent
to play the “feels mix”, he expected the agent to understand
what he meant.

Nevertheless, throughout the scenes we did not find it nec-
essary for personally-owned agents to ignore non-owners—
rather, it seemed natural for them to occasionally interact with
others as well, but in a less playful and personalized way.

Owner Location as “Home Base”
For most of the scenes, the “home base” of personally-owned
agents was wherever the user was, unless the user requested
otherwise. Sometimes a scene included a “charging hub” in the
owner’s room. Personally-owned agents occasionally moved
away from their owner when a task required it, but they would
always come back. This was especially prominent in scenes
with expert agents that had a specific and critical role and
needed to always be attentive to their owner. Self agents were
different—given the private interaction with them, they never
left their owner’s room.

One of the agents, Blossom [54], was explored as personally-
owned, but was stationary and placed in the living room. This
choice did not work well in interaction with actors—the girl
who owned the agent did not interact with it much, and other
actors also did not affiliate it with her. We thus propose that a
personally-owned agent should be in proximity to the owner
or stationed in their private space.

Home Agents
Observing the nuances of how actors interacted with agents in
the home emphasized the importance of communication cues
and agents’ ability to navigate social dynamics, regardless
of whether the agent was personally-owned or shared. These
ideas have been previously researched and identified as impor-
tant for interaction with agents, yet the performance provided
additional insights about the felt-experience of using these
cues in the full ecosystem in which agents may exist.

Communication Cues
Gaze—Actors consistently turned to gaze as an indicator of
communication, whether the agent they were interacting with
had facial features or did not. With smaller agents, actors even

hunched or picked them up to interact at “eye level.” When
they wanted to ignore an agent that was initiating interaction,
actors also used gaze to look away.

Actors not only turned their gaze to interact, but also waited
until they received visual feedback. This was also true for
agents that only gave auditory feedback. This recurrent behav-
ior in a range of improvisations suggests that visual feedback
is perhaps more critical for interaction than auditory feedback;
while both are important, in the felt-experience actors could
not help but gaze at the agents they were communicating with.

Due to this observation, we adjusted agents in the performance
to have a face or some indication of eyes as a point of reference
for interaction. The agents that were designed without a point
of reference were the self agent that followed the interaction
metaphor of “talking to yourself,” and the robotic desk, which
was intended to communicate that it cannot be interacted with
or controlled.

Voice—Voice was an important tool for communication in
the felt-experience, especially in situations of emergency that
required immediate attention. For example, voice was the
primary form of interaction for the assistive agent.

We also observed that voice modality created a sense of re-
spect towards the agent by all the actors, and was effective in
forming a personal connection between a humans and agents.

Navigating Social Dynamics
Knowing All Actors—Agents consistently needed to know
who the different characters were in a scene and to respond
accordingly. This was especially helpful for interactions with
personally-owned agents—differentiating their owner from
others allowed agents to prioritize their owner by responding to
them first, or by interacting with them in a more personalized
and intimate fashion.

Agent Proactivity—Emerging interactions supported previous
work that suggested that agents need to be able to adapt their
proactivity according to the social situation [39]. In everyday
interactions, it felt natural for agents to proactively intervene
to playfully interact with users, for example, playing with the
boy as he was waiting for dinner. Occasionally agents also
intervened in more intense situations; after a fight, the actors
who played the parents stayed in two different sides of a room.
The Sphero agent responded to the distance between them by
physically nudging the parent that seemed to have misbehaved
as a sign of encouragement to apologize. This intervention
seemed to work in the felt-experience, and aligns with previous
work that has shown that agents can be successful in indicating
conflict and easing tension between individuals [25, 30].

In other situations, however, the felt-experience with actors
required agents to step back and disengage. When the adults
made-up after the fight, we initially attempted to include
Sphero, yet it felt awkward and uncomfortable for the agent to
be present. Thus, in the final performance, the agent stepped
aside and avoided drawing any additional attention from either
actors or audience members.

We found that avoiding sound, light or motion, or in other
words “sleep mode,” allowed agents to easily slip out of the
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audience’s and actors’ attention. By understanding the social
context, agents can decide when to engage in a scene, and
when to turn to “sleep mode.”

Interaction Between Agents
We explored interactions and information transfers between
agents in a range of contexts and situations, yet we did not find
any direct interactions between agents useful or necessary—
the better option was always to exclude their explicit interac-
tion with each other. For instance, we explored situations in
which several agents “played,” but the felt-experience seemed
awkward. While interaction between agents could potentially
create a playful and delightful interaction, we did not find any
evidence for the benefit of such behavior.

Prior work on this topic was inconclusive—some showed that
there is value in having agents interact with each other politely
to communicate informational transactions to the user [55],
while other work suggested it felt “creepy” and redundant [38].
Here too, we find that explicit interaction between agents was
unnecessary and unnatural.

Audience Responses
Audience responses in this work are not intended to be an
evaluation of the performance or our findings, but rather a
glimpse into the things that audience members noticed and
reacted to when observing the performance.

Responding audience members were between the ages of 19
and 60 (M = 31.92). 15 identified as female, and 11 as male
(1 n/a). On a Likert scale of 1-7, the median for familiarity
with voice agents among survey respondents was 5.5, and the
median for familiarity with robots was 5.

The three themes that we identified through Affinity Diagram-
ming were the ordinary situations that made up the perfor-
mance, the fact that agents were personally-owned, and the
possibility of emotional interaction with them.

Ordinary Interactions—Audience members suggested that
the performance “was quite different from most of the ‘smart
home’ narratives” [P24] that are portrayed in both media
and industry, which made it “extremely thought-provoking.”
People commented that the “Everyday aspect was refreshing”
[P24] and that it allowed to “understand the impact of agents”
[P26] and how they could be “embedded in the social fabric
of our home life” [P20].

Personally-owned Agents—The performance, that included
many agents, encouraged people to think about “the number
of agents we might have in the future—would it continue to be
many different agents for specific tasks or a centralized agent
for one household?”[P8]. Audience members also frequently
commented on the novelty of having personally-owned “com-
panion”[P2] agents that they have not considered before.

Emotional Interaction—Some audience members commented
that they “got a better understanding of how agents can [...]
engage with humans to improve their emotional condition”
[P18]. While several respondents were “expecting to see
some mechanical moving arms” [P16], many thought that

“the emotional possibilities were really interesting”[P3]. The

Figure 4. Audience members were invited to interact with agents
post-performance.

emotional interaction also raised some questions among the
audience—one of the respondents reflected that they “kept
thinking about the interaction between the son and the “small
ball” agent... Not sure what to think about the relationship.
What relationship should one have with their agent?”

DISCUSSION
Theatre is a form of knowing through doing—through an iter-
ative process of ideation and synthesis, a range of exploratory
interactions were integrated into a final performance. These
interactions might have not surfaced using other methods, as
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devising a performance allows to explore the “blueprints of a
world not quite here” [45] by critically engaging in the felt-
experience of fictional narratives. The scenes incorporated the
social context around interactions with technology: everyday
routines, personal relationships, disease and hardships of com-
munication, and attempted to imagine how agents would fit
into that complexity. Audience members also responded to the
performance’s expression of “ordinary narratives” and found
it to be a more grounded way of thinking about how agents
might fit into people’s homes and lives in the near future.

Our exploration surfaced ethical discussions that need to occur
prior to designing agents for the home: What would it mean
to have an intimate relationship with an agent that can impact
emotion through interaction modalities? Should agents have
capabilities to enforce actions on users who do not directly
own them, like children or older adults in need? What data is
exposed to agents when they fulfill their role in the home, and
how can they provide data privacy and security?

Our findings and suggestions potentially expose users to in-
teraction with technology that can make use of personal in-
formation, including medical conditions, private interactions
between family members, and even intimate “self-reflection”
interactions. These were all functions that our work identified
as valuable for home agents. However, they were also situated
in a future where people have control over their information,
and strict security practices are in place. Without those, much
of our proposition would be concerning, and should be read
and considered with great caution.

Unfortunately, today’s agents are primarily owned by large
technology companies that have made headlines for their in-
ability to protect users’ privacy, for documenting interactions
without consent, and for misusing collected information. We
thus encourage designers to use our findings to better under-
stand the implications of designing personally-owned agents.
Our work surfaces a range of new questions and challenges,
ones that require extensive deliberation and should be further
researched in future work.

Design Considerations
We integrated our findings to suggest three design consider-
ations that would allow us to begin to address the complex
challenges of designing personally-owned agents.

First, having a “primary user” and being able to identify them
can heavily influence the interaction with an agent. Sometimes
the owner and the primary user are not the same person (as
with the robotic desk that was used by a teenager but owned
by her parents). In such a case, a more critical discussion is
required about whether this is necessary. Interactions with
personally-owned agents should be considered with more nu-
ance to define what elements the user should always be able to
control, what should only be managed by the owner, and why.

Second, clearly defining whether the agent is an expert, social
or self agent could assist in defining the ethical discussion
around its design, as well as help shape behavior expecta-
tions. Through devising the performance, we learned that
these three distinctive agent types call for different behaviors;

expert agents should only attend to their main task, and mini-
mize unrelated interactions with both owner and other users.
The metaphor that comes to mind here is an assistive dog, that
people do not pet or interact with in order to avoid distracting it
from the primary task. This is also supported by previous work
that suggests that agents that are responsible for a critical task
in the future, such as driving an autonomous car, should not
engage in any other activity to give users a sense of safety [38].
Self agents might also interact solely with the owner, but for
a different reason—to enable an intimate interaction and to
keep personal information safe. Almost like a personal diary,
it seems reasonable to have personally-owned self agents store
information locally and only allow access to one user.

Third, knowing who the other social actors in the home are,
and whether or not they are present in a given situation can as-
sist agents in being more socially appropriate and helpful. For
expert agents, this would allow them to call for help or consult
with other family members as needed. For self agents, while
they may not ever interact with other people, understanding
who are the social actors in their owner’s life could help them
support intimate interaction, and ensure that their user is only
ones with access.

CONCLUSION
We devised a theatre performance, “Robotic Futures”, as a
form of knowing through doing. In the process, we learned
about the felt-experience of interacting with agents in the
ecosystem of the home. By examining the interactions that
unfolded, we describe a proposition for agent behaviors and
agent types, and discuss potential reasons for designing agents
to be shared or personally-owned.

We conclude with design considerations that are likely to
impact interaction: (1) Who is the primary user (and are they
also the owner); (2) What type of agent is being designed; (3)
What other social actors are present. We hope that deliberating
these choices and the ethical challenges they pose will allow
designers to create personally-owned or shared agents that are
more considerate of their socially-complex environments.
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